Role of the Staggerer gene in determining Purkinje cell number in the cerebellar cortex of mouse chimeras.
Staggerer (sg) is a mutation in mice which causes severe cerebellar atrophy. Virtually all of the granule cells degenerate by the end of the first postnatal month. The Purkinje cells are also affected. They are reduced in number, ectopic in location, reduced in size and show a regional variation in their cytological appearance. The appearance of the cerebellar cortex of Staggerer in equilibrium wild-type chimeric mice has demonstrated that the reduced size, ectopia, and regional variation are always traits of cells whose nucleus is of sg/sg genotype and thus are due to factors intrinsic to the affected cell. This report is a quantitative analysis of the cerebellar cortex of two Staggerer chimeras. Sections were chosen from serially sectioned half cerebella. Using beta-glucuronidase activity as an independent marker of a cell's genotype, cells were scored as belonging to 1 of 3 cell classes: wild-type Purkinje cell, wild-type Golgi cell, and Staggerer medium-to-large neuron. The results confirm that the total number of cells in the chimera (all 3 classes) is greater than that found in a homozygous Staggerer but less than that found in a wild-type. Further, the distribution of the two genotypes strongly suggests that the decreased number of cells in Staggerer and in the chimera is due to an intrinsic defect in the Staggerer cells and not to a general (extrinsic) compromising of cerebellar development. Possible implications for normal cerebellar development are discussed.